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Overview of the sector
1. Sector Definition
For the purposes of this Marketing Plan, the City Breaks sector is considered as:
Short trips lasting 3 nights or less, during which the tourist
experiences culture, fun and entertainment in a city and its surroundings
Culture is confirmed as the single most important motivation for city trips. A large
number of city visitors are attracted by historic city centres, and museums account
for a large proportion of cultural activities undertaken in cities, followed by art
galleries and monuments.
There is, however, a growing evidence that more intangible aspects are becoming
increasingly important in attracting tourists. Elements such as ‘atmosphere’,
welcoming attitude of locals, fashion, trends, etc. are becoming more important for
the consumer and this must be taken into account when marketing the city
destination. Cities that can offer both culture and an asset of positive intangible
elements are the most successful.
Two types of City Breaks
Even though culture and leisure together are becoming more and more the keys to
success when offered together, it is possible to distinguish two types of City Breaks:
one specifically based on culture, and the other, generally focused on leisure
components such as gastronomy, entertainment, shopping and, again, cultural
attractions (but without being the main motivation).
Description of City Breaks product markets

City Breaks sector
~ 15 millions trips

Cultural

Leisure

• The main motivation is to visit the cultural

• The main motivation is enjoying the city

attractions of a destination:
Archaeology, architecture, paintings,
museums, etc.

atmosphere, through a wide range of
activities such as taste local gastronomy,
enjoy the night life, meet local people, etc.

Source: THR
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2. Market snapshot
• The Market: size, revenue and growth
A sector with almost 15 millions international trips a year

•

Size
•

•
•

Revenue

•

Growth
•

Almost 15 millions internationals City
Breaks trips were realized by Europeans
in 2005
The sector represents approximately 6%
of the total international trips
The business volume of the sector is over
7 billion euros
The mean expenditure per trip varies
between 400€ and 500€, while daily
expenditure is around 200€
The sector has grown around 7% in
terms of number of trips between 2000
and 2005: the average annual growth
rate is close to 1,5%
The annual increase in spending per trip
is around 2%

Source: THR
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Source: Research commissioned by PRC,
THR, MRB
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• Origin and Destinations flows
UK and Germany are the main
markets
•

•

•

Top origin markets, 2005

UK and Germany are the main
markets for City Breaks,
respectively with more than 3
million and around 2,5 million
trips originated in 2005;
Netherlands follows with more
than 1 million City Break trips
in 2005.
In relative terms, however, City
Breaks trips have a special
relevance
for
Finnish
travellers, since one fourth of
the international trips realized
by them in 2005 have been of
this type.
Netherlands and Italy were the
markets registering the highest
absolute increase between
2000 and 2005, followed by
Russia that is also the market
with the highest growth in
relative terms.

Legend: Share of European Trips
+ 5% =

+ 10% =

Evolution of origin markets, 2000 – 2005

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB
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No strong leadership
The City Breaks is dominated by Countries traditional in the sector, such as
France and Great Britain: the latter, even if it is receiving a smaller share of the
market, has had a satisfactory increase since the year 2000. Among the followers
are Germany, Italy and Spain.
• UK, Ireland and Spain were the destinations with the highest growth of tourists in
absolute numbers in the period 2000 – 2005.
•

Top destinations, 2005

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB

Evolution of destination 2000 – 2005

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB
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3. The consumer
• Socio Demographic Profile
According to the research commissioned, the most typical socio-economic profile
of the city break traveller is: 30 - 45 years old, from higher social groups and with
a medium to high income level.

Consumers’ Profile by each Product Market

Cultural City
Breaks

Leisure City
Breaks

Mainly between 30 and 55 years old
Couples without children
High education, high income
Looking for history, culture heritage,
architecture
• Interested in literature, movies (not
commercial),
theatre
and
art
expositions
•
•
•
•

Mainly between 25 and 45 years old
Couples and group of friends
Middle and high level of education
Interested in the city atmosphere and
lifestyle
• Interested in movies, night life, music,
etc.
• High use of internet for many purposes
(information, chats, blogs, virtual
societies, etc)
•
•
•
•

Source: THR
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•

Needs and Motivations
The motivations to travel is different for cultural and leisure city breakers as
described below.
Needs & Motivations to travel by Product Market

Cultural City
Breaks

Learning
Quality of cultural experiences
Value for money
Escape from everyday pressure
Visiting a variety of places of
cultural interest
• Enjoying local gastronomy
• Demanding a mix of culture with
leisure
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Leisure City
Breaks

•
•
•
•

Break the day to day routine
Enjoy, leisure and fun
Demanding unmemorable
experiences
Relax, de-stress and mentally
recharge
City atmosphere and local lifestyle
Value for money
Sightseeing,
entertainment,
shopping, gastronomy, local events

Source: THR
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• Booking habits

Channels used for advanced
bookings, 2005

▪ Around 75% of international city
breakers book before travelling.
▪ About 70% book less than one
month in advance and 35% do it
only 2 weeks before.
▪ 2/3 of City Break travellers use
internet to book their trip.
Source: Research commissioned by PRC,
THR, MRB

• Source of information

Source of information, 2005

▪ Internet is the main source of
information followed at a great
distance by travel agencies,
friends’ recommendation and
travel guides.

Source: Research commissioned by PRC,
THR, MRB

• Type of accommodation used

Type of accommodation

▪ Up to 75% of City Break
travellers have preference for
hotel accommodation.
▪ City travellers mainly stay in
middle grade hotels (3 stars).
▪ City Breaks travellers also show
the greatest interest for sleeping
in budget hotels if compared to
other tourism sectors.
Source: Research commissioned by PRC,
THR, MRB
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• Seasonality
▪ City Breaks take place all year round, although they have peaks in April
(because of Easter), May, August and December (Christmas Holidays).
▪ The lowest season is between January and February, as well as the months
previous to summer holidays.
Percentage of tourists’ arrivals per month

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB

• Experiencing
As it could be seen on the chart below, sightseeing and enjoying the atmosphere
as well as visiting sites of cultural interest like museums, monuments, exhibitions,
theatre, etc, are the favourite activities of city break travellers.
Moreover, activities such as tasting gastronomy, shopping and enjoying nightlife
are also important.
Main activities realized by city breaks travellers in 2005

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB
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3. Key Players
In the tourism industry it is possible to distinguish several key players that can be
organized according to the following scheme:
Scheme of key players’ role
Offerings
creators and sales
system

Transport
and
accomodation

Experience
providers

Key Support &
related
activities

Source: THR

• Offering Creators and sales system
High presence on Travel Portals
• The growing use of the internet and the appearance and consolidation of the
low cost airlines in Europe have contributed immensely to the self organization
of trips, especially for types of trips like City Breaks.
• The intermediaries are the first players to be considered, and, since many city
breaks travellers book their trips through travel portals (about 70% of the
travellers book their City Breaks independently on internet), they exert a key
influence on the consumers’ decision.
• The City Breaks products have the most important presence in the online
distribution channels; a basic search method that can be found in a travel
portal is composed by the “flight + hotel” option.
• According to the Travel Portal Analysis realized by THR in 2006, the most
common package offered by traditional travel portals is composed of: flight + 3
nights of hotel (including just breakfast). The most frequently proposed
accommodation is 3 and 4 star hotels. There are more options of 5 star hotels
in important cities as Rome, Milan, Barcelona and Madrid.
• Some of the main “general” travel portals worldwide and their region of
operation are indicated below:
Example of the most general travel portals worldwide

UK, Germany, France,
Spain, Italy

UK, Germany, France,
Spain, Italy

www.ebookers.com

www.lastminute.com

UK, Germany, France,
Spain, Italy

UK, USA, Germany,
France, Italy

www.opodo.com

UK, USA, Germany,
France, Italy, Spain

www.expedia.com

USA
www.hotwire.com

USA, UK
www.travelocity.com

Germany, USA
www.orbitz.com

USA
www.cheaptickets.com

www.yahoo.com

City Breaks
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Germany
www.bigxtratouristik.de

Germany

Germany

www.urlaubstours.de

www.alltours.de

Spain

UK, France, Spain, Italy

Spain, Latin America
www.rumbo.com
Source: Travel Portal Analysis, THR 2006
•

www.viajar.com

www.edreams.com

Moreover, there is an increasing number of specialized travel portals
specialized in City Breaks holidays. The most well-know are:
– Citiesdirect.co.uk
– Shortbreak.com
– Onlinetravel.com
– Superbreak.com
– Citybreakaways.com
– Latebreaks.com

Strong presence on Tour Operators’ brochures
City Breaks is one of the most frequent types of trips that can be found in tour
operators’ brochures during all seasons of the year.
• According to the Tour Operators’ collateral analysis realized for this project,
the offer found in brochures is greatly varied in terms of destinations options,
but with it is quite standardized in terms of type of trip. The core kind of the
package for City Breaks is only including flight and two or three nights of
accommodation (only breakfast included), with some small options:
– Tickets for cultural events (musicals, theatre, opera, concerts, art
exhibitions)
– City Passes, where they exist
– All inclusive stays
– Longer stays (up to a week)
– Multi-centers
– Fly & Drive (cars rented to move around the city)
– Fly & Hotel & Excursions or guided tours
•

• Transport and Accommodation
Increasing importance of low cost carriers
The most popular City Break destinations are at short or medium distance
from source markets (in terms of flying time) and have very good air
connections. The presence of low cost airlines is a key element for a
destination’s competitiveness.
• It must be noticed that cheap travel is not the equivalent of cheap
holidaymaking; on the contrary, expensive holidaymaking may start and finish
with cheap transportation.
• Some of the most important low cost companies operating in Europe are:
– Easy Jet
– Vueling
– Ryanair
– Clickair
– Aerlingus
– Central Wings
– German Wings
– Sky Europe
– Air Berlin
•

City Breaks
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•

With the increasing competition in the airline sector, mostly due to the
appearance of low cost carriers, many regular air companies have been
forced to decrease prices in order to keep their competitiveness in this sector.
Some of the most important traditional airlines are:
– Air France
– Lufthansa
– British Airways
– Alitalia
– Iberia
– KLM

•

Local public transportation and taxi companies are also important players
since they are the most used mean of transportation of travellers for visiting
attractions.
The most important destinations for city tourism also have a Tourist Bus
service that operates not only as a mean of transportation but also as tourist
guided service.

•

Hotels chains are important players
Since hotels are by far the favourite accommodation option for city travellers
(around 75%), hotels chains play an important role in this sector. Many of
them are present in most important City Breaks destinations and have their
own marketing strategies very well defined. Some of the most important Hotel
Groups that can be found worldwide are:
– InterContinental
– Carlson
– Wyndham
– Choice
– Marriott
– Hilton Corp
– Accor
– Starwood
– Best Western
– Global Hyatt
– Hilton Corp.
– Sol Melia

•

• Experience providers
The city is the experience itself
• Practically all trade enterprises operating on tourist areas within the city play
some role in this sector, since the city itself is the playground for city travellers.
• For this reason, it’s important to consider as players not only companies
specialized in providing tourist services such as the income travel agencies,
destination management companies, etc. but also those ones who provide
services for all population (both the citizens of a city and tourists), as
restaurants, entertainment enterprises (movies, theatre, discos, etc.), shops,
cultural institutions (museums, art galleries, monuments, etc.), cleaning and
maintenance services and so on.
• Key Support and Related Activities
Associations and Tourist Boards to promote City Breaks tourism
Other important players in this sector refer to those associations funded to
promote and link the interests of the cities breaks destinations, such as the
European Cities Tourism.
–
The European Cities Tourism “aims to strengthen city tourism by
communicating information, sharing knowledge and expertise and working
together on an operational level”. (www.europeancitiestourism.com)
• Tourist Offices, Tourist Boards and Conventions Bureaus are also
strategic players in this sector since they work to promote the city as a tourism
destination in international markets
•
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•

Other important sectors that support the City Breaks sector are:
– Airport management companies
– Events and fairs such the City Break Expo (held in Athens in 2007),
and “The routes Conference” (annual airports conference)
– Eurostar
– American Express
– Tussauds Group
– Travelport
– Travel guides (Frommers, Lonely Planet, etc.)
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External environment
1. Market trends
City tourism will continue to grow, but as customers are more experienced and well
travelled, they will demand new and different ways of experiencing city holidays.

New travel
habits

Trends of the City Breaks Sector
 Increasing demand for shorter but more frequent holidays (a)
 Growing influence of internet as source of information and tool for
the creation of public opinions
 Internet also give rise for self organized (Dynamic Packaging) and
late booking vacations (b)
 Last minute booking

 Growing demand for higher quality experiences
 Increasing interest for enjoying the city lifestyle and creative
New
industry: intangible aspects such as the “atmosphere” are
motivations
becoming more important for the consumer (c)
New
products/
concepts

 Growing number of design, art and boutique hotels
 Preservation of quality on local gastronomy through initiatives as
the Slow Food

New
segments/
markets

 Since today it is more affordable to travel (especially due to the
appearance of low cost carriers) and the barriers to travel (borders,
visa restrictions, etc.) are gradually disappearing, new markets
could have a potential, such as USA, prosperous Asian Countries
and the new EU member Countries
 There is an increasing number of niches groups looking for a
destination where they can find a “special connection”:
– Jewish travellers looking for cities with Jewish heritage (Paris,
Girona, Prague, etc.)
– Gay travellers, travelling to cities such as Berlin (Love Parade)
and Barcelona (Hotel Axel)
– Skaters travelling to share their interest (Barcelona)
– Architects travelling for visiting buildings, designers going to
fashion-shows cities, and so on
 The demographic developments in Europe will increase the
demand for city tourism among travellers older than 55 years, as
this segment will grow significantly in next years.

 Increasing competition from relatively new destinations (City Break
of Europeans in USA), the joining of new EU members and future
New
additions to the EU (Eastern European cities).
– City tourism destinations focused mainly in the cultural product
competitors
market are expected to suffer higher competition by new
destinations in Central and Eastern Europe.
Source: THR
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(a) Shorter

•

but more frequent holidays
City Breaks are a consequence of the general travel trend of taking shorter
holidays but more frequently. Therefore, if some years ago people had one
main holiday in the summer months lasting 2 to 3 weeks, today the tendency
is to reduce the length of the main holiday, but taking also a second and third
holiday of just a few days.

(b) Dynamic

•

•

•

Packaging
Another strong and growing trend that is relevant for the City Break sector is
the Dynamic Packaging. This system allows the traveller to combine
electronically products and services of different providers (airlines, hotels, car
rental) and create instantly a tailor made package at a single final price. It is
the most personalized way of preparation, reservation and buying of a trip.
Some travel portals such as Expedia Germany (www.expedia.de) have
adopted this type of booking, allowing package personalisation such as “Fly &
Drive” or “Click & Mix”. According to Expedia, this way the traveller can obtain
a better final price than when buying the services separately. And, as an
additional facility, the users can reserve concert tickets, transfers from and to
the airport, travel insurance and other complementary services.
The expectations of some experts are that Dynamic Packaging will replace the
traditional way of trip organization, because of its flexibility and easiness it
offers to the user. Others believe that providers of Dynamic Packaging are not
just intermediates but will become Tour Operators since they create a new
product with its own price.

(c) Lifestyle

•
•

and “Creative industry”
Many destinations are increasing the scope of their product offerings in order
to be able to continually respond to the needs of city travellers.
Elements such as lifestyle (traditions, folklore, cuisine, beliefs, etc.) and
creative industries (fashion design, web and graphic design, film, media and
entertainment, etc.) are being incorporated to the experiences offered by City
Breaks destinations

City Breaks
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2. Market requirements
Great value of experiences and quality of services as most important
requirements
In order to develop a competitive City Breaks offer, it is important to understand
which are the relevant factors that affect the satisfaction of the customers. These
requirements are the key success factors for the destination to compete in a sector
characterised by highly demanding clients.
Key success factors are inherent to all phases of the vacation, from the preparation
of the trip to the experiences on the destination. Therefore, destinations should try to
have influence also in elements that are not in their direct control.

Arriving

Arriving at the destination:
 The value perceived by the tourists when realizing a vacation is
also affected by the means of transport and related services used
to reach the destination (airline companies, airports, freeways,
railroad, ports, signalling system, etc.).

Being

Preparing the trip:
 It includes all those activities, processes and agents that take part
in the process of search of information, reservation and purchase
of the trip by the client. Some of the factors that play a part are:
information bureaus, Internet travel portals, travel agencies,
generalist or specialized tour operators, promotional material,
cultural institutions, etc.

Being in the destination:
 The clients use a great diversity of services in the destination, such
as hotels, restaurants, tourist information services, security,
telecommunications, local transport, commercial services, etc.

Experiencing

Preparing

From the consumers’ point of view, the components that give value to their City
Breaks vacation can be grouped in 4 phases (from preparing the trip, to the
experience in the destination). It is relevant to notice that the public administration is
usually involved, to a minor or major extent, in all the mentioned phases. Its
presence is specifically important for promotion and communication of the
destination to source markets.

Experiencing the destination:
 The core of the value offered to the tourist is related to the quality,
variety and singularity of the experiences he lives and enjoys.
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Key success factors influencing City Breaks tourists satisfaction
City Breaks tourism Key success factors

Experiencing

Being

Arriving

Preparing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong presence of the destination as a City Breaks destination on the
consumers’ minds
Recognition as a trendy and popular city
Availability of online offers in main travel portals
Strong presence on tour operators’ brochures
Presence on travel guides
Attractive website with high-quality information about the range of
activities and experiences offered

•
•
•

Great number of direct flights from main source markets
Existence of low cost airlines flying to the City or the surroundings
Well organized airports and public transport

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and Security in public areas
Good local transportation network
User-friendly sign posting to main city attractions
Adequate opening hours of attractions (museums, art galleries, etc.)
Good accessibility of cultural offering (queue management)
Good quality of accommodation
Fair value for money proposition
Variety and quality of complementary offer: gastronomy, shopping, etc.
Pleasant climate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative and authentic cultural experiences
Wide range of leisure activities
Knowledgeable guides
Authenticity of the city lifestyle
Friendly atmosphere
Local events (street music, dance, theatre, skating, etc.)
Good offer of nightlife

Source: THR

!
City Breaks

Interviews realized with Tour Operators revealed that the greatest
importance is assigned to the quality aspect of services and
infrastructures. Value for Money and pleasant climate are considered as
other important elements.
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3. Profile of competitive set
• Key City Breaks destinations
France is the most popular destination overall
The analysis of the outbound city holiday trips indicates the domination of a few
destinations in the reception of city tourism in 2005.
In terms of individual countries, there are five leading countries for City Breaks in
Europe, which are France, UK, Germany, Spain and Italy. Together they receive
more than half the trips in Europe. USA is the most important destination for
Europeans travelling outside Europe, a trend stimulated by relatively cheap
flights across the Atlantic in recent years.
France and UK are the countries that receive most city break travellers, based on
the attractiveness of their capitals Paris and London.
Following at a second level are countries such as Italy and Germany which
(except Rome) do not have cities with the attractiveness of London or Paris, but
who certainly offer major variety of cities at a second level.
Spain is at a third level, where both Barcelona and Madrid are popular City Break
destinations but with a growth in popularity of cities such as Bilbao, Sevilla and
Valencia.
Main European cities and their main features
Destination

Paris

London

Barcelona

Amsterdam

Main features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Romance, city of love
History, culture and beauty
Gastronomic fame
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Varied offer of accommodation
Multicultural
Fashion and design capital of the world
Gastronomic variety
The place to be and be seen
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines)
Varied offer of accommodation
Design capital
History, culture and relaxation
Top Gastronomy
Live life (Carpe diem)
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Varied offer of accommodation
Small but cosmopolitan
Quaint and historic
International cuisine
City of freedom
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Varied offer of accommodation

(continues on the following page)
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Main European cities and their main features (continued)

Rome

Istanbul

Prague

Munich

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art and history capital
Culture
Renowned Gastronomy
Warm and friendly people
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Varied offer of accommodation
History and Culture
Where Asia meets Europe
Colourful bazaars
Bosporus river
Not many low-cost airlines but good package deals at TTOO
Varied offer of accommodation (5 to 3 star)
New Eastern European destination
History and Culture
Architecture
Relatively cheap
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Good package deals at TTOO
Varied offer of accommodation (5 to 3 star)
History and Culture
Architecture
“Oktoberfest” and beer gardens
Easy accessible (low-cost airlines, trains)
Varied offer of accommodation (5 to 3 star)
Green and spacious

Source: THR

•

Competitors’ positioning
Barcelona, Rome, Istanbul are the main competitors of Athens


Mediterranean cities as Barcelona, Rome and Istanbul are amongst the main
competitors of Greece because off their climate, location and similar
characteristics.



Other competitors are cities such as Prague, Dublin and Marrakech. They
have been upcoming in the last years and are good examples of successful
destinations due to excellent press coverage and marketing efforts. These
cities are competitive in terms of both cultural and leisure offer.



Paris and London are not considered direct competition due to their unique
positioning and long history as City Break destinations.



According to the Greek experts interviewed for this project, the following
destinations are the main competitors of Greece in the City Breaks tourism
sector:
– Barcelona
– Istanbul
– Prague
– Berlin
– Rome
– Marrakech
– Lisbon
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Travel agencies interviewed for the project have a similar opinion: Italy,
Spain, Turkey and Czech Republic.
Main competitors of Greece according to travel agents
36,6

ITALY
26,1

SPAIN
TURKEY

15,7

PRAGUE

15,7

ROME

15,7

FRANCE

15,7

PARIS

14,9

LONDON

12,7

Source: Travel agencies survey

Main advantages and disadvantages of Greece’s competitors
Advantage

Barcelona

Rome

Istanbul

Dublin

Prague

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disadvantage

Climate
Excellent size to visit in a weekend
Varied cultural offering
Excellent leisure activities
Value for money
Location (beach and mountains)
Climate
Historical sites and cultural offer
Excellent leisure activities
Gastronomy
Climate
Excellent size to visit in a weekend
Varied cultural offer
Excellent leisure activities
Gastronomy
Excellent size to visit in a weekend
Varied cultural offer
Excellent leisure activities
Renowned nightlife
Excellent infrastructure
Excellent size to visit in a weekend
Varied cultural offer
Excellent leisure activities
Good value for money

•
•
•
•

Petty crime in tourist areas
Low level of service
Lack of English
Poor indications

•
•
•

Poor public transport
Lack of English
Lack of tourist information
inside and outside attractions

•
•

Perception of insecurity
Poor public transport

•
•
•

Climate
Relatively expensive
Limited cultural offering

•
•

Climate
Destination for stag/ hen
parties

Source: THR


In conclusion, the main advantages of the most successful competitors can
be summarized with the two A’s:
–
Accessibility. Even if Europe is an interconnected continent, the
best performing destinations are those with the best access
conditions, that is, the ones with the most intense air traffic (both low
cost, regular and charter airlines)
–
Awareness. Successful destinations have been able to achieve a
level of presence in the consumers’ minds that goes beyond any
marketing efforts they may undertake (which, notwithstanding, they
do quite effectively). They have succeeded in creating emotional
appeal as City destinations.
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4. Opportunities and threats
The opportunities that destinations could exploit to successfully compete in the City
Breaks tourism sector come from a window of 4 sources:
Window of opportunities in City Breaks Tourism sector

Market growth

The market is slightly growing.
• The main opportunity is to attract the new demand
and the experienced customers that have travelled to
the main destinations and are willing to discover new
cities.

Emerging needs

The more experienced travellers are looking for new
destinations and are demanding high valued
experiences mixing the cultural and the leisure
elements: they are ready to pay more for higher quality
experiences.
• The opportunities consist in combining culture and
leisure and creating innovative products and activities
that will add value for the city break tourist.
•

•

New segments/
markets

•

•

Competitors’
mistakes

New attractive source markets: emerging source
markets in Russia, new EU member Countries,
prosperous Asian Countries and Middle East.
New segments: young travellers are growingly
travelling in European cities, they are interesting
because they could constitute a future loyal and
repeating demand
Travellers older than 55 years (high education level,
high disposable income, more time available to
travel, more interest in city cultural tourism)
Those niche markets with who the destination can
find a special connection (architects, designers,
religious, musicians, etc.)

Overload of destinations
• Some City Break destinations (e.g. Venice) have not
planned and managed tourism flows in a balanced
way. The opportunity to organize properly and
preserve the tourist attractions is one of the key
factors to ensure sustainability and success in the
long term.

Source: THR

Become an old-fashioned city destination is the main threat
• Many European city destinations focus their tourism offer on traditional
products. The main threat here consists in not developing innovative
experiences based on the “intangible aspects” of culture – lifestyle and
creative industries – in order to add value to the cultural heritage
(monuments, buildings, etc.).
City Breaks
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–

If a city wants to be not only attractive for first time visitors, but also
promote “repeaters” to come, the innovation of products and
experiences becomes essential.

•

The City Breaks demand is growing at a lower rate than other types of
tourism, the competition is expected to become tougher as consolidated
destinations will try to defend their market share and new competitors will try
to attract the European demand.
–
With the entrance of Eastern European cities in the European Union,
another set of city break destinations has emerged. These
destinations have an interesting historical and cultural offering and
often prices are very attractive for European tourists.
–
City Breaks are now affordable also in the USA: even though the
main City Break destinations are located in Europe and are reachable
in a very short time, there is a growing interest in short breaks to the
USA, with destinations such as New York and Las Vegas.

•

Although the flights of low cost airlines are a crucial factor to develop City
Breaks, they can also attract undesired types of tourism. For example,
Prague and Riga have become destinations for cheap, undisciplined and
noisy stag parties due to the easy connections with other European
Countries.
The strong Euro could reduce the extra-European flows. Especially for
tourists from the USA visiting European cities, the Euro rate exchange is high
and this might be a reason for them to choose alternative more financially
attractive destinations outside of Europe.

•
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Internal analysis: the Greek City Breaks sector
1. The Greek City Breaks Sector
Low market share
• According to the research commissioned, about 15 thousands City Breaks
travellers arrived in Greece in 2005.
• This number represents an irrelevant market share in a sector of 15 millions
trips, far from the leaders of the sector (France 17%, UK 13%, Germany 9%,
Spain 8%)
UK, Germany and France are the main markets for Athens
• According to the Passenger Exit Survey carried out at main Greek airports
during the period August to October 2006, UK, Germany and France are main
emissive markets for the Greek City Breaks sector, the three countries
concentrating, all together, around 30% of the City Breaks trips realized by
international travellers in Greece.
• Travellers from the North European Countries are also important clientele for
Greece in this sector.
• USA is another relevant market for Greece, as it has grown considerably in
the last years. American travellers, possibly travelling around Europe and
realizing a City Break in Athens, are mainly looking for visiting the cultural
sites since they are attracted by its ancient history and culture heritage.
Cyprus, Germany, Bulgaria, Turkey and Romania are the main markets for
Thessaloniki
• Most visitors of Thessaloniki are business travellers contributing 63% of all
overnight at the city’s hotels (source: D. Koutoulas, 2006 Thessaloniki Hotel
Survey). There is, however, a significant share of travellers coming for a City
Break. Besides Greeks who represent the majority of the city’s visitors, the
main international source markets for City Breaks to Thessaloniki are Cypriots
(mostly as independent travellers) and, more recently, Germans (mostly as
tour operator clients). Thessaloniki also attracts a growing number of tourists
from Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania. According to the TGI survey, these
travellers are coming to Thessaloniki by car and for a 3-day stay. Furthermore,
since January 2007, the two latter countries are members of European Union
and that means that people can go to Greece easily and without visa required.
The importance of tourists from former Yugoslavia and the former Soviet
Union has faded recently. The presence of West Europeans – besides
Germans and Italians – is limited.
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Share of overnight stays spent at the hotels of Thessaloniki Prefecture
according to the nationality of hotel guests in 2005
Nationality
Greece
Germany
Cyprus
Italy

Share
69,7%
3,4%
3,2%
2,6%

Nationality
USA
Bulgaria
Former Yugoslavia
UK

Share
2,6%
1,8%
1,8%
1,7%

Nationality
Turkey
Albania
France
Romania

Share
1,4%
1,2%
1,0%
1,0%

Source: ESYE/D. Koutoulas, Tourism Marketing Plan of Thessaloniki, 2006

Experiencing the contemporary lifestyle
• According to the Passenger Exit Survey realized from August to October
2006, the current Greek City Break costumers have the following average
profile:
– Both women and men (50% / 50%)
– Around 45% of tourist are between 25 and 44 years old
– More than 70% have a higher education
– 4 star hotels and friends’ house are the preferred types of accommodation
– Friends’ recommendations are the main source of information, followed
from a distance by internet and travel agencies
• Experiencing contemporary lifestyle, gastronomy, enjoying sun & beach were
the favourite kind of experiences enjoyed by travellers, as it can be seen in the
following chart.
City Breaks travellers’ main experiences in Greece
Experienced contemporary
lifestyle

100
54,7

Tasted Greek gastronomy

49,4

Enjoyed sea&sun

46,2

Experienced local culture
Visited islands

36,4
34

Enjoyed nightlife

33,2

Went shopping
Explored ancient
history/antiquities

27,9

Enjoyed touring around
mainland
Health holidays

26,7
5,3

Boating& yachting

3,2

Organized cruise

2,8

Exercised sporting
activities

2,4

Source: Passenger Exit Survey, 2006
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•

Greek City Breaks key players
Offering creators and sales system
Tour Operators:
Although city hotels have a lesser dependence on tour operators as they attract
mainly business and independent travellers (e.g. Thessaloniki secure 12% of
their guests through tour operators, with another 19% being attributable to
independent leisure travellers), according to the study of D. Koutoulas (Study
Explores of Market Influence of European Tour Operators on Greek Resort
Hotels), over half of the surveyed hotels accept guests from TUI and its
subsidiaries such as Thomson and Nouvelles Frontiers. The average
contribution of TUI Group operators to the total overnight stays of their Greek
partner hotels was 30% in 2004. The second most frequently mentioned tour
operator is Thomas Cook (by 29.3% of the sample’s hotels) contributing on
average 34% of total overnight stays, followed by another German company,
Rewe, being mentioned by 15.9% of the hotels (D. Koutoulas, Thessaloniki
Hotel Survey 2006).
Transport and accommodation
Hotels:
•
The majority of the main hotel chains are present in Athens such as: Hilton,
Marriot, Intercontinental, Starwood and so on. Furthermore, Athens also
possesses a selection of luxury urban seaside resorts such as Astir Palace
and Divani Apollon Palace.
•
With respect to Thessaloniki, there are four international brands operating
in the city: Hyatt, Holiday Inn, Best Western and Kempinski. During recent
years, the city witnessed a construction boom, with new hotel openings
and extensive renovations leading to an oversupply in hotel beds. From
boutique and design hotels (Daios Luxury, Les Lazaristes), city and
business high-end hotels (Kempinski, Makedonia Palace) and urban resort
hotels (Hyatt), Thessaloniki’s variety can satisfy, although not always
adequately, the needs of the customers.
Main Hotels in Greece
Main hotels

Five star hotels

Trendy hotels

Design Hotels

City Breaks

Athens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Divani Caravel
Divani Palace Acropolis
Eridanus Hotel
Grande Bretagne
Holiday Inn Attica Av.
King George II Palace
Metropolitan Hotel
Park Hotel Athens
Royal Olympic Hotel
St. George Lycabettus Hotel
Periscope Hotel
Hotel Semiramis
Life Gallery
Life Gallery
Eridanus Hotel
Fresh Hotel,
Periscope Hotel

July 2007

Thessaloniki
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Makedonia Palaca
Grand Hotel Palace
Porto Palace
Elektra Palace
Kempinski Hotel
Mediterranean Palace
Hyatt

• Daios Luxury Living
• Les Lazaristes
• Kempinski Hotel
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Airlines/ Airports:
•
Olympic and Aegean are the most important airlines operating at Athens
International Airport. The first is facing internal struggle that is considerably
driving down the number of routes they operate. Iberia, Easy Jet among
the European, Continental and US Airways for the USA market are the
most dynamic airlines.
•
Once a year airlines and airports hold a meeting called “The routes
Conference” where airports present the companies their products and
special offers very successfully.
•
Air travel has been made more appealing with the March 2001 opening of
the Athens International Airport. Located just 20kms east of Athens, the
new airport features state-of-the-art facilities for the comfort and security of
16 million passengers per year and it is linked with Athens by a recently
constructed major freeway.
•
National air carrier Olympic Airlines provides the bulk of the air
transportation services in Greece with regular flights to and from 34
domestic airports in mainland Greece and the islands, as well as to and
from all major US, European, Australian, Far Eastern, Middle Eastern
Asian and North African cities.
•
Aegean Airlines offers regular flights to major Greek and European
destinations. There are also 48 international carriers operating in Greece.
•
Both Olympic and Aegean are operating international flights out of
Thessaloniki mainly to German cities.
City Transportation
•
Tram network, parking lots in central locations with accompanying new
management systems, modern train stations and a new, ultra-modern
Traffic Management Centre, making the city easier to navigate and more
enjoyable for even casual tourists. Athens’ new Tram system is modern
and clean, impressive and peppy. The futuristic, Italian designed carriages
run from the heart of the capital to the coastal suburbs, offering a good
inexpensive tour of the seaside, taking to all the public and pay beaches on
the capital’s southern coastal zone.
•
The new Athens state-of-the-art subway system spreads to 21 stations and
serves approximately 500,000 commuters daily, with one of its striking
features being the underground "station museums" displaying 5th century
BC artefacts unearthed during excavations for the project.
•
Regular public bus, light rail and cab services give easy access to every
part of the capital, facilitated by a number of newly constructed ring-roads,
another bequest of the Olympics. Ferry schedules to and from all the
Aegean islands are carried out daily from the Attica ports of Piraeus and
Rafina.
•
Transportation for Thessaloniki is a great drawback lately. The city has
been undergoing many changes due to the upcoming metro and there are
road works everywhere making transportation and connections more
difficult.
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Key and Support Sectors
Public Sector
•
The most significant initiative of the public sector is the creation of the
Athens Tourist & Economic Development Agency, a non profit organization
designed to be a platform of cooperation between the city of Athens and its
private sector. It is composed by the Municipality of Athens, the Greek
Chamber of Hotels, HATA, SETE, SEMPE (shopping) and other players
•
Local authorities and industry associations of Thessaloniki founded the
Thessaloniki Tourism Organisation in 2006 and are currently preparing a
campaign to promote City Breaks tourism.
Events & Fairs
•
Next June the second City Break Expo 2007 will be held in Athens
(Helsinki held the first one). This is a major event for city tourism, where 15
minutes appointments are held in a very professional way, not as a
traditional exhibition fair. Buyers and sellers from all over the world meet
for a weeks’ time and close deals. Reed Exhibitions is the firm organising
these big events (and World Travel Market in London and many others)

2. Greece’s specialty
Athens is the main destination
Athens is by far the main City Breaks destination in Greece.
Thessaloniki hasn’t so far capitalised on its significant potential as it combines a
very rich historic heritage with all the trappings of a pulsating, youthful city. The city
is virtually unknown in the international City Breaks market. Thessaloniki’s new
marketing strategy focuses on the “Drive Market” of neighbouring countries such as
Bulgaria and Turkey, a great advantage over Athens, as the Greek capital relies
exclusively on tourists arriving by air. Thessaloniki also aims at further developing
the Cypriot and German market considering the excellent flight connections (source:
D. Koutoulas, Tourism Marketing Plan of Thessaloniki, 2006).
Culture and leisure makes Athens attractive
Athens, the capital of Greece is the birthplace of western civilization. The city is full
of cultural archaeological monuments that are widely considered as “must-see”
places.
Today, Athens is in the in-between face of post Olympics era and tries to
repositioned its image on the map. A brand new transportations system and literally
with a “new” face attracts gradually greater share of the market.
Athens is a tourism destination for pleasure and business travellers, due to the fact
that it is a multifaceted city that provides a wide variety of activities, satisfying all
types of visitors. New neighbourhoods have emerged and others, once factory
areas, they have now been transformed to fancy vigorous areas full of bars,
restaurants, galleries, etc.
The famous historic triangle (Plaka, Thission, Psyri) still holds the traditional colour
of the city as it was back in 50’s and 60’s.
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Athens is a luminous city that offers numerous and endless choices. Nightlife can be
regarded an asset as it is well knows across the world and people are coming here
so as to be part of this “ritual”. Greek concepts such as “bouzoukia”, “kefi”, “the
Greek coffee experience” “Greek socializing” can be founded only here. All over the
city there are coffee shops and snack bars ranging from very basic to very chic.
The main specialities of Athens are:
• Cultural and historical sites: Important sites such as the Acropolis, the
Parthenon, the Ancient Agora, the Erechtheion, the Acropolis Museum, the
Herod Atticus Odeon, the Panathenaic Stadium (the Marble Stadium), the
Temple of Zeus, Marathon and its Museum, the National Archaeological
Museum, The Museum of Cycladic and Ancient Greek Art, and many more.
• Gastronomy: During recent years, Greek cuisine has been upgraded. The
city is now full of fancy and “talk of the town” restaurants offering gourmet
cuisine and a great variety of Greek food of various regions of Greece.
Furthermore, in the city, you can find every kind of restaurant of
international food. Athens is also the showcase for the creative nouvelle
cuisine of Greece.
• Beaches: Athens is surrounded by the Aegean Sea and has to the south
the Saronic Gulf. Seas of Athens are clear and clean and the Athenians are
used to go to the Attica beaches on weekends. There is an effort to
establish the area that includes the coastal regions of Voula, Varkiza,
Vouliagmeni, Glyfada under the brand “The Athenian Riviera”. It’s an effort
with the objective to revive the allure of the 60’s when this region was
famous as the playground of Onassis, Callas, Elizabeth Taylor, etc.
• Sports: The great outdoors is what recreational sporting in Athens is all
about: yachting, sailing, windsurfing, beach volleyball, trekking, etc.
• Shopping: Shopping in Athens is a showcase for its traditional and modern
culture. Amidst the many well-known and international name brands and
traditional Greek art and folklore shops, are hundreds and hundreds of chic
boutiques and specialty shops blossoming with great fashion finds. And the
close proximity of each shopping cluster means that a weekend in Athens
can combine a walk among the local flee markets to big malls.
• Nightlife: There are giant indoor-outdoor discos and clubs where the most
famous Greek singers perform. The clubs are located around the city with
many of the bars and quieter places. In the summer all the big clubs by the
sea open up.
• Located between East and West: The personality of Athens city is one of
a mixture of Eastern and Western cultures, and a fusion of modern and
ancient structures. This makes Athens a unique destination for a short city
break trip.
• Modernized due to Olympic Games: Athens is one of the biggest capitals
of Europe and certainly the most historical one. After the successful
organization of the Olympic Games of 2004, people talk of “the reinvention
of Athens”. The city has undergone an indisputable series of change and it
can be considered now a “users friendly” city.
• Climate: The climate is one of the best in Europe with mild winters and
very hot summers, ideal for tourism.
• The people: Another more intangible but key factor for marketing a city is
the personality of the people. Friendliness, entrepreneurial spirit, the
cosmopolitan atmosphere, picturesque and authentic personalities are
factors that consist in attracting visitors. Lively, hospitable and relaxed,
Athenians enjoy life to the full. As in any other major city, the visitor will
come across people from all walks of life, most of whom are very friendly
and willing to offer assistance.
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3. Marketing efforts and performance
•
•
•

•

•

•

In the past, not much marketing efforts have been made to promote Athens as
a City Break destination.
The current marketing efforts are very limited, with most of them being carried
out by individual initiatives.
GNTO has dedicated its actions on marketing Greece as a tourism Country,
not focussing on its tourist sectors:
- Lack of promotion of cultural city events that are not in Greek language
- Greece does not host any internationally known cultural related event
- There is no promotion of Athens in terms of “city with beaches nearby”,
“nightlife” and so on.
There are not many offers of City Breaks vacations in Athens on the main
travel portals and Thessaloniki appears only occasionally as a City Break
destination in Greece. In this sense, the recent inclusion of Thessaloniki in the
City Breaks programme of TUI can be considered a major breakthrough.
According to the Mystery Shopping survey realized for this project, there is a
lack of information of Athens as a City Break destination on travel agencies of
the main source markets (UK, Germany and France). Moreover, Athens is not
recommended by the travel agencies. Athens is perceived as an expensive
destination for city breaks.
According to the travel agencies abroad surveyed for this project, the two main
reasons why they are not selling more City Breaks products in Greece, is the
lack of information and the lack of commercial contacts (Athens is not on
sale). This demonstrates the need to improve the performance of the
marketing activities for this sector.
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4. Strengths and barriers for Greece: analysis of the sector gaps
Strengths and barriers for Greece

Strengths of Athens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Athens has a strong brand, specially after the Olympics
Athens is seen as a safe, secure and modern destination
Friendly people (hospitality)
Unique destination since combine city and beach (Attica) - only capital city in
Europe that lies by the sea
Unique historical and cultural heritage
Mix of culture and leisure (nightlife, shopping, gastronomy, etc.)
Sophisticated and easy to use transportation network to visit different parts of
the city
Strong relationship with mythology and the Olympic trademark

Barriers of Athens
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of online information of Athens as a City Break destination
Not many product offerings on main travel portals
Not perceived as a city destination by travel agencies in main source markets
Negative image of Athens on travel agents’ perception (Mystery Shopping
survey)
Not “top of mind” for consumer and is not strong recommended
Greece is known for it islands rather than for its cities
Few low cost and regular flights
Perception of high prices
Noisy, polluted and not very beautiful city
Sign-posting is only in Greek
Small variety of “contemporary” cultural offer (experiences related to lifestyle
and creative industries)
Not considered as “cosmopolitan” atmosphere neither as “exciting” lifestyle
Lack of international awareness on festivals taken place in Athens

Strengths of Thessaloniki
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gate to the Balkans and closer to Turkey than Athens
Major financial centre of the Balkans
Renovation and many new hotels in the city
Events taking place but not in a large scale
Great nightlife and gastronomy. Thessaloniki’s restaurants and food are highly
recognised in Greece
High cultural and archaeological interest in the area
Beaches

Barriers of Thessaloniki
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited flights connections with main markets
Thessaloniki’s tourism product is not positioned
No awareness of Thessaloniki in the foreign consumer’s mind. The city
practically doesn’t exist as a destination apart from the neighbouring countries
No presence in the intermediary channels
Recent road works make the traffic in the city intolerable
Noisy and with a lot of traffic, etc.

Source: THR
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City Beaks Market and Marketing Strategies

Market goal and strategies
1. Concept to market
2. Segments to target
3. Geographical markets

Marketing objectives and strategies
1. Top objectives
2. Main strategies
2.1 Product related strategies
2.2 Communication strategies
2.3 Sales and distribution strategies
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Market goal and strategies
1. Concept to market
The strategic guidelines for the Greek City Breaks sector arise from the
consideration of:

which are the opportunities that could be exploited, taking advantage of
the strengths and taking into consideration the barriers of the sector,

which are the existing barriers that should be reduced and the threats that
could be counteracted.
The European sector is characterized by a great number of destinations with a
strong position in the market: some “must-see” city destinations such as London and
Paris, some trendy cities such as Barcelona and Dublin and many others emerging
destinations such as Prague and Bucharest.
For the time being, besides of having a very rich cultural heritage and a varied
leisure offer, Athens is not well positioned and perceived as a City Breaks
destination on both consumers’ and trade’s mind.
Thessaloniki is in a worse situation since today it doesn’t fulfil many of the basic
requirements to compete in the international market (accessibility, etc.).
In this situation, it is necessary to implement a marketing plan able to address the
great issues that are affecting the sector:
1. to increase the market share among international City Breaks destinations
2. to increase the yield of City Breaks enterprises
The Greek City Break sector has the opportunity to become more competitive
through the improvement of product propositions, the creation of experiences based
on specific values - lifestyle, city atmosphere, gastronomy, archaeological
monuments, beaches, etc - and the increase of presence on strategic channels /
media for this sector.
For that reason, the market goal for the City Breaks sector of Greece should be the
following.

Be amongst the
top City Break
destinations
in Europe

Accordingly to this goal, the positioning, targets and geographical markets strategies
have been defined.
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2.

Segments to target

A key strategy of the marketing plan is the identification of the targets: which
segments of the demand should be attracted. The strategic targets for the City
Breaks sector of Greece are defined considering the following aspects:
• Quantitative volume
• Adequacy to the Greek offer
• Evolution
• Main competitors’ targets
• Average spending
In terms of socio demographic profile, the greatest segment of the sector is
composed by:
• Travellers between 30 and 45 years old
• Couples and group of friends
• High level of education
• High use of Internet for many purposes
• Professionals linked to the creative industries (fashion design, web and
graph design, film, media, entertainment, etc.)
Another interesting segment that is expected to grow for city holidays is composed
by travellers older than 55:
• This group will increase significantly on next 10 years
• High education level and a high expenditure power
• More time available for travelling
• High interest in city cultural activities
Considering the present situation of Athens and Thessaloniki and the trends of the
demand, Greece should attract the following segments:
• High-end baby-boomers: 50-60 years old people, empty nesters, culturally
eager, with good purchasing power and superior lifestyle level.
• Cosmopolitan generation X: young and active people from 25 to 40 years
old, with a perspective open to a variety of cultures and curious about
Greece contemporary lifestyles
Regardless of demographics, the target group should be constituted by those
customers independent of mind willing to discover new destinations and to enjoy not
only the cultural heritage but also unique city propositions such as lifestyle,
atmosphere, people, gastronomy and so on.

City Breaks Targets of Greece

These are customers with a “creative” mindset, forward-thinking attitudes and busy
in their daily life: when travelling, they are looking to relax, de-stress, mentally
recharge, break the daily routine and have fun.
What are they looking for?

•
•
•

Escape from everyday pressure
City atmosphere and local lifestyle
Sightseeing, entertainment, gastronomy

When do they travel?

•

All year round

•

Museums, monuments, art galleries, local
events, etc.
Internet
Less than one month in advance and often on
the last minute
Mainly Internet
Recommendation of friends and travel
agencies
Guide books

What do they want to visit?
How do they book?

What is their source of
information?

•
•
•
•
•

Source: THR
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3. Geo-markets
With the objective of rationalize the marketing efforts it is necessary to identify a
priority among geographical markets. The following table resumes the criteria used
and their evaluation to assign the priority.

Accessibility
Total
Legend:

■

■

■

■■■
■■■■
■

■ Very high

■ High

USA

■

Belgium

■

Spain

■

Switzerland

Netherlands

Cyprus

Russia

Sweden

Denmark

Finland

Germany

Balkan Countries

■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■
■■ ■
■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Austria

Volume
of trips
Evolution
of City Breaks
trips
Average
expenditure
Present weight
in Greece
Interest
by Greek
players

Italy

Great Britain

Priority of geo-markets for the City Breaks sector

■

■

■

■

■

■

■ ■ ■ ■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■ ■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■ Medium

■

■

■

■

Low

Source: THR based on different data (see Analysis of the Situation chapter, for more details)

As a conclusion, the four markets that should have the highest priority are:
• Great Britain
• Balkan Countries (mainly Bulgaria
and Romania)
• Italy
• Germany
On a second level, the Countries with high priority are:
• France
• Finland
• Denmark
• Sweden
• Russia
• Cyprus
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The major source markets in Europe are the UK and Germany, which count for almost
40% of all international City Break trips, which is not surprising given their importance
as source markets for tourism in general. The highest levels, however, of foreign city
trips per head of population are found in the countries of Scandinavia and NorthWest Europe, primarily because of the high level of cross-border trips by car.
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For Thessaloniki the highest priority should be given to the new emerging markets,
especially the ones at the borders as Bulgaria and to those at drive distance such as
Romania. These two Countries are members of European Union since January 2007
and that means that travellers can now go to Greece more easily. The “Drive Market”
also includes Turkey and the states of former Yugoslavia. Concerning the “Fly Market”,
Thessaloniki should aim at Cyprus and Germany, considering both the market potential
and the excellent flight connections.
It is relevant to notice that, within each Country, there are quite great differences in
regional terms.
The following map highlights how the City Break trips generated by regions can vary
within the same Country.

International City Break trips in origin regions

Source: Research commissioned by PRC, THR, MRB

A regional approach is extremely relevant when planning the promotion and the
commercialisation of tourism; just 5 marketing regions produce more than 30% of the
European City Break trips: London and the South East, Central England, Helsinki and
South, Nordrhein-Westfalen and West Holland.
• When addressing Great Britain, it should be considered that more than 60% of
the total City Break trips are generated by 2 regions: London & South East and
Central England
• The North West region of Italy generates almost 45% of the Country City Break
trips
• In Germany, more than a half of City Break trips are generated by 3 regions:
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Bayern and Berlin
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In order to go one step beyond and establish city priorities, it has been considered the
air traffic connections (regular and charter) of Greece.

Map of airline connections to Greece

Source: THR

The methodology followed cross the information regarding to the Geo-markets priority,
City Break trips per region and the air traffic connections of Greece with each
European region.
As a result, the following priorities have been identified.
Priority cities
Great Britain
Priority 1

 London
 Manchester
 Glasgow

France
 Paris

Romania

Priority 2

 Milan

 Bologna

Priority 2

Priority 1

Italy

Germany







Munich
Berlin
Cologne
Düsseldorf
Nuremberg
Dortmund

Bulgaria
 Sofia

Finland

Denmark

Sweden

Russia

 Helsinki

 Copenhagen

 Stockholm

 St. Petesburg

 Bucharest

Source: THR based on different data
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Marketing objectives and strategies
1. Top objectives
Considering that:
• culture is an important motivation for city trips and there is a growing interest
for experiences related to intangible aspects such as lifestyle, atmosphere,
fashion, etc.
• there is an increasing number of segments looking for holidays in cities where
they can find a “special connection”
• there are new potential markets emerging
• a system of marketing objectives and strategies have been set in order to
achieve the market goal.

Improve and develop
the product
combining culture
with unique values

Traditional City Break destinations have been
focusing on their traditional products, not
developing
the
innovative
experiences
increasingly demanded by the market.
In order to create a strong differentiation from
competitors, Athens and Thessaloniki need a
products and experiences improvement, mainly
related to the quality of services, the variety of
“contemporary” cultural offer and other aspects,
such as noise, pollution, dirtiness.

Focus and intensify
communication
to attract target
segments

Since City Break customers desire to discover
new destinations and are not particularly loyal to
specific cities, Greece should intensify the
communication activities on focussed media, in
order to increase the awareness of Athens and
Thessaloniki as destinations among the segments
of demand identified previously: Cosmopolitan
generation X and High-end baby-boomers.

Increase presence
on internet and in
intermediaries’
portfolios

Since the majority of city travellers use internet to
book their holidays (and as source of information),
it is strategic to be well positioned and present on
this medium, specifically on travel portals. Tour
operators play an important role in the sector,
therefore the sales strategy should also be
directed at being at the top within the portfolio of
destinations of strategic intermediaries and at
encouraging them to sell Athens and Thessaloniki.

The following picture resumes the market goal, the marketing objectives and the
consequential strategies.
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2. Main strategies

Strategies

Objectives

Goal

Be amongst the top City Break destinations in Europe

Improve and develop
the product
combining culture
with unique values

Focus and intensify
communication
to attract target
segments

Increase presence
on internet and in
intermediaries’
portfolios

1.

Development of
value-based
experiences

1.

Improvement of
the knowledge
among the trade

1.

Encouragement of
intermediaries to
sell Greek cities

2.

Expansion and
enhancement of
the product
offering

2.

Development of on
and off line
communication

2.

Development of a
powerful web
strategy

3.

Improvement of
urban scenery and
infrastructure

Pursue of
publication of
articles in selected
media

3.

3.

Building of strategic
partnerships
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2.1 Product related strategies
The attractiveness/ competitiveness methodology is a useful tool, in order to define the
product market in which to focus the efforts of development; it considers:
• The attractiveness of the product markets, based on the volume of present
demand, its prospected evolution and the profitability of the sector: average
tourists expenditure, extension of the tourism season, geographical
concentration of markets, etc.
• The competitiveness, resulting by the 5 competitive forces (rivalry among
destinations, threats of new entrants and substitute products, bargaining power
of the demand and of the suppliers) and by the accomplishment of the sectors’
key success factors by the Greek supply.

Business Portfolio of Greece’s City Breaks sector

- ATTRACTIVENESS +

 Leisure

 Cultural

- COMPETITIVENESS +
Source: THR

Priority should be given to the development and promotion of the leisure market (high
attractiveness and average competitiveness) and to the cultural market (high
competitiveness and average attractiveness), both resulting in the red area.

• Development of value-based experiences
The development of city experiences based on the main
values of Athens and Thessaloniki is a key for responding
to the needs of the city travellers, who are increasingly
demanding products linked to “intangible” aspects such as
atmosphere, fashion and lifestyle for instance.
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Expansion and enhancement of tourist offering
Since City Breaks are very short vacations, one of the
main requirements for the traveller is to have an
“easy-going” stay, which means easiness to move
from one attraction to another, and availability of
visiting many cultural sites in the same day. For this
reason, Athens should adapt the opening hours of
attractions and shops located in main tourist areas;
expand the tourist information services, develop a
“user-friendly” sign-posting, among other actions.
•

Improvement
of
urban
scenery
and
infrastructure
The improvement of urban scenery and infrastructure
is fundamental to guarantee the best stay for city
travellers, reducing their insecurities and any
inconvenience. As some of the main barriers of Athens
and Thessaloniki are related to the perception of
traffic, noise and pollution, efforts should be directed at
improving the street accessibility, urban aesthetics,
sign system, cleanliness, etc.
•

Among the strengths of Greece, some are unique and could be used to structure a
highly differentiated product:
• Athens and Thessaloniki can combine city experiences linked to the beach and
the sea.
• Athens has a very sophisticated local transport network which allows travellers to
move easily through the city to visit attractions or just to sightseeing.
• The cities preserve the typical Greek lifestyle that together with the warmth of
people can be enjoyed for city travellers looking for disconnecting and
socializing.
• The unique cultural heritage and the strong relationship with mythology make
Athens and Thessaloniki very interesting cities to be visited.
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2.2 Communication strategies
Currently, there is a low awareness of Athens and Thessaloniki as City Break
destinations mainly due to lack of information on the main communication channels for
this sector.
In order to capture the selected target markets, it is necessary to develop strategies to
communicate the product offerings not only to the final consumer but also to the trade,
intermediaries and media.
The GNTO should work closely with the newly founded local tourism boards of
Athens and Thessaloniki and should carefully assign very clear roles to each involved
party in order to avoid duplication of efforts, inefficient use of funds and any
incompatible actions that undermine the desirable positioning. It should be clear who is
in charge of maintaining and updating the City Break websites, who will be organising
fam and press trips etc.
Improvement of the knowledge of Greece among
the trade
With the objective of making the specialized trade know
better the City Breaks offers of Greece and recommend it
to theirs customers, a specific strategy should be
undertaken, by creating a network of reference travel
intermediaries, keeping them updated with regular
newsletters, training them through web seminars and
inviting them to Greece to have commercial contacts with
local City Breaks tourism players.
•

Development of on and off-line communication
scheme
Greece should develop original tools, online and off-line, to
catch the attention of potential consumers on its City
Breaks offer. Greece should structure a system of online
communication in order to be placed on the first positions
of the most used search engines. It is important to remark
here that the targeted segments are high user of the social
media.
Furthermore, advertising in selected magazines (directed
to the selected segments in the target geo-markets) to
highlight the cities unique propositions and to inspire and
generate interest.
Greek cities can provide attractive backdrops for films,
television and video, especially because they can offer an
attractive cultural heritage, unique archaeological
monuments and a mixture of Eastern and Western
cultures. Featuring a city in a successful film, television
programme or video clip can significantly impact tourism
flows.
•
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Pursue of publication of articles and reports in
selected media
The target segments are generally highly educated and
consequently well informed travellers. They are users of
diverse type of media - magazines, travel programmes
on TV, newspapers - that can be of general or specific
interest (law, architecture, fashion design, etc.).
Consequently Greece should make efforts to pursue the
publication of articles on selected vehicles, in order to
communicate efficiently and effectively to the potential
customers.
•

!
2.3

It is worth to remember that publicity, in the form of articles/ travel
reportages, it is generally much more effective than traditional media
advertising.

Sales and distribution strategies

In order to support the commercialization of Athens and Thessaloniki as City Breaks
destinations through internet and specialized tourism intermediation, the following
series of marketing strategies have been defined.
• Encouragement of intermediaries to sell Greek cities
An incentive program should be created for intermediaries.
The objective is not only providing them with a better
knowledge of the Greek City Breaks offerings but also making
them to feel motivated to recommend Greece to theirs
customers. The more integration within the sales channel, the
more costumer-contact employees are motivated to sell
particular services or destinations. The reward does not need to be financial; it can be
participation on fam trips or training schemes, free weekend in Greece, dinner for two
in town, merchandising, etc.
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Development of a powerful web strategy
Following the new travel habits of the city traveller - online
information, opinion and booking - Greece should develop an
attractive web page not only including complete and updated
information on Athens and Thessaloniki, but also the most
advanced web tools such as stream TV, interactive maps,
downloads, testimonials, etc.
Main intermediaries have insufficient and inadequate
informative material to convince the clients on Athens and
Thessaloniki as destinations for City Breaks.
This strategy also aims at providing on line tools to support
the trade on selling Greek products and experiences. This
strategy is especially important because the intermediaries’
advice has a great influence on the traveller final decision.
Specific contents for intermediaries could be available on line
through a restricted access section of GNTO page, providing
well-organized and comprehensive information on the tourist
offer.
•

• Building of strategic partnership
In order to attract potential costumers to realize City Breaks in
Athens and Thessaloniki, Greece should look for making
strategic alliances with tourist and non tourists’ organizations
and companies, particularly utilising the potential of internet
and other new types of technology systems. These actions
should be realized in cooperation with other Companies and
organizations targeting the same customers (airlines, credit
cards, etc.)
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Operational Plan (tactics)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

City Breaks

Chart of Goal, objectives, strategies and tactics
Product tactics
Sales System tactics
Communication tactics
Marketing infrastructure tactis
Special projects tactics
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Strategies & Tactics

Objectives Goal

1. Chart of Goal, objectives, strategies and tactics
Be amongst the top City Break destinations in Europe

Improve and develop the
product combining culture with
unique values

Focus and intensify
communication to attract
target segments

Increase the presence on
internet and in
intermediaries’ portfolio

1. Development of value-based
experiences

1. Improvement of the knowledge
of Greece among the trade

1. Encouragement of
intermediaries to sell
Greece’ cities

 Create DMCs

 Develop webinars of Greece

 Develop “Experience Greece”

 Create e-magazines

 Create the Greece 2000
network
 Host Fam trips

 Develop a Satellite promotional
event

 Set up “Pushing sales
 Carry out “Buy Greece”
 Create “Plan a trip to Greece”

2. Expansion and enhancement of
the product offering

2. Development of on and off line
communication scheme

2. Development of a powerful
web strategy

 Develop itineraries and excursions

 Develop off-line advertising

 Develop SuperWeb

 Produce A/V guides

 Develop “Greece in Social Media
System”

 Send online product
newsletters

 Develop “Web power”

 Create “on-line reservation
system”

 Organize Greek Festivals & Events
 Develop labels

 Create Greek special posters

 Create sign-posting

 Create the “Wish you were here”

 Create Marketing and
Competitiveness club

 Create “on-line packaging”

 Produce “Silver Bullets”
 Develop direct marketing

 Define clusters

 Develop the Greek angels call/web
centre
 Develop CRM

3. Improvement of urban scenery
and infrastructure

3. Pursue of publication of articles
and reports in selected media

3. Building of strategic
partnerships

 Create Greek tourism awards

 Organize selective press trips

 Pursue product placement

 Realize benchmarking trips

 Run Greece’s PR

 Develop “International Flag”

 Develop Media Virus

 Develop top 20 key improvements

+
Marketing Infrastructure

Special Projects

 Local Marketing Units

 Marketing Database

 “That’s Greece”

 Cluster Plan

 Marketing research
and intelligence

 Greece Photo bank

 Marketing Masters

 Greece Film bank

 Service Excellence

 IHNC (Island hopping
national committee)

 We care
 Greek taste
 Tourism business
newsletter
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Legend:

zVery high priority for the sector, zHigh priority for the sector, yMedium priority, xLow priority
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Legend:

zVery high priority for the sector, zHigh priority for the sector, yMedium priority, xLow priority
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2. Product tactics
01 PRO

"Experience Greece"

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Since travellers are increasingly looking for experience-based holidays, Greece
should be able to offer products with high experiencing components. The objective
is to add value to the existing activities and to create new ones based on Greek
values in order to differentiate from its competitors.
The sectors’ marketing clubs will be in charge of organizing task forces among key
tourism players to improve existing concepts based on experiences, and to
structure and identify new products, activities and themes.
These task forces will ensure that the national players are kept informed and
updated with successful tourism products and experiences on an international level,
as well as being an effective way to exchange ideas and opinions.
02 PRO

DMCs creation

Priority

zzzzz

Description
A Destination Management Company (DMC) is a receptive tourism company
specialised in structuring, managing and commercialising special interest tourist
packages. Specialized DMCs for each sector will be created and they will be in
charge to manage the different experiences designed for each sector.
By creating their own packages, Greek companies will reduce their dependency on
foreign tour operators, they will be able to adapt to new trends in demand and
increase customer satisfaction.
In general, supporting the creation of DMCs will contribute to develop new tourist
areas and special interest products. There are some basic actions that must be
done to promote the creation of DMCs:
•

Regulate tourism activities

•

Provide technical and professional business advise

•

Facilitate access to qualified suppliers

•

Distribute market and sector specific information.

•

Encourage the creation of partnerships and associations
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03 PRO

Itineraries and excursions

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Promotion of sample itineraries and excursions that can be useful both for
independent travellers and for the travel trade looking for ideas of where to go and
what to do.
The sample itineraries and excursions contribute to organise the territory and the
tourism experience.
Greece offers multiple possibilities for the creation of circuits thanks to its tourist
attractions and natural resources.
The system of itineraries and excursions should be revised and up-dated annually
depending on the success of each itinerary.

04 PRO

Clusterization of Greece

Priority

zzzzz

Description
• Cluster is a union of tourist resources, infrastructures and equipments and
tourism enterprises concentrated in a homogenous geographic territory.
• Define clusters is especially relevant since the territory is the base for any
tourism activity, and concentrating tourism development in selected areas
contributes to optimize the efficiency of efforts directed to solve competitive gaps
and to improve the positioning of Greece.
• GNTO, the Marketing and Competitiveness clubs and other tourism players can
work together in order to identify clusters for Greece. Each cluster must be
structured around a main airport. Each cluster will have a Marketing and
Competitiveness Club who will be responsible for:
- Identify and promote clusters’ own character and personality
- Define marketing and competitiveness strategies
- Select an attractive name and easy to remember
05 PRO

Priority

Labelling

zzzzz

Description
“Labels” certify that a particular product has some predefined attributes. The
existence of an array of tourism labels makes it possible to differentiate between
tourism products within Greece and in consequence, differentiate experiences.
Subsequently, Greece will not be seen as a uniform destination but as a territory
offering a variety of experiences.
Simultaneously, the creation of labels contributes to the structuring of the product
offer and territory, while at the same time facilitates the understanding of the
destination from the consumer point of view.
The implementation of the “Special labels” will require coordinated action of all
actors involved in the creation of tourism experiences. The selection of each label
defining criteria will be a starting point and should be the responsibility of a “label
committee”, who will in turn be in charge of controlling the application of the labels.
Labels in Greece could be defined for: hotels, restaurants villages, islands, towns,
marinas, beaches, and so on.
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06 PRO

Top 20 key improvements

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Identification of the main problems affecting the tourism in Greece in order to
prioritize them.
What pursue this initiative is not to solve all problems affecting each region, since it
is impossible in the period of time considered. For that reason, the 20 most
important issues to improve will be selectioned and specific annual goals will be
fixed.
Examples of aspects to solve could be:
•

Improvements in specific infrastructures such as the road network, ports,
marinas, etc.

•

Improvement in the passenger service offered in the Greek airports

•

Removal of illegal rubbish dumps

•

Clean-up of seashores, beaches, river banks and streams

•

Etc.

07 PRO

MCC (Marketing and Competitiveness club)

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The Marketing and Competitiveness Club is a voluntary organization. It will not
only include private operators (hotels, restaurants, entertainment providers, etc.)
but also representatives of the public sector. Access to the club will be limited to
those operators that fulfil jointly established entry rules.
The most important responsibilities of the Marketing and Competitiveness Club are
the following:
•

Creation of themed circuits and routes

•

Improvement infrastructure, equipments and services

•

Political lobbying to reduce bureaucracy and taxes for provide tourism services

•

Promotion and commercialisation strategies in the outbound markets

•

Co-financing of marketing projects, mainly in the fields of market research,
promotion and commercialization

09 PRO

A/V guides

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Downloadable guides on internet that can be used as free walking tour guides to
different attractions and cities, or the tourist can just listen to them to discover the
fascinating story of Greece.
They should be compatible to download in the computer, in a MP4 player or in a
mobile phone.
The audio/video guides improve the destination’s image (updated with the last
technologies) and the travellers’ experience.
They should be up-dated annually and available in different languages: English,
German, Italian and French
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10 PRO

Benchmarking trips

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Benchmarking is focused on making changes that lead to significant improvements
in tourist satisfaction and it is aimed at creating competitive advantage in Greek
tourism industry.
Benchmarking trips will pivot around 2 areas:
•

Emphasizing how special interest products are developed and structured in
some destinations (scuba diving, hiking, nautical, …)

•

Emphasizing the destination management element, to learn how a tourism
destination is organised, how its resources and attractions are presented to
visitors and how it manages its tourism inflows.

11 PRO

Greek Tourism Awards

Priority

zzzz{

Description
In co-operation with Greece Media, a tourism competition will be organised. It will
involve site inspections during the summer months visiting all major tourist
destinations. The prize awarding committee will give marks according to previously
defined categories.
At the end of the summer season winners will be announced (best destination, best
destination on an island, undiscovered paradise, best marina, best restaurant, best
hotel, best cultural route, etc.).
Winners have the right to use their newly acquired title in communication activities
for the upcoming year.
12 PRO

Sign-posting

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Harmonise Greek tourism signalisation system, to facilitate the orientation of
visitors to Greek holiday destination and to inform them about existing tourism
attractions and resources. The signalisation system will make the most of existing
tourism resources and put them into value.
There are 3 types of signalisation:
•

Promotional signalisation: informs visitors about tourism attractions

•

Location signalisation: informs visitors that they have arrived at a particular
place.

•

Information signalisation: gives detailed information about a particular tourism
attraction.
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13 PRO

Greek Festivals & Events

Priority

zzz{{

Description
New events and festivals taking advantages of the different resources that Greece
can offer to its tourists: ancient theatres, temples, monasteries museums, Greek
traditions, etc.
At the same time, existing events should be dynamized and market to an
international audience.
This action will contribute to enhance the international image of Greece thanks to
the increase in the entertainment offer variety, and will help also to multiply the
Country’s notoriety. In this sense, it is crucial to provide information to the customers
regularly, via the Greece website or sending festivals & events program by mail.
GNTO will not organize the events and festivals directly; it will favour the reach of
agreements and will act as sponsor of many of the new events created.
15 PRO

International Flag

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Consumers wish to minimise risks when selecting a holiday destination and
accommodation and look for safe options. This reassurance role is being satisfied
by brand names like Relais Chateaux, The Leading Hotels of the World, Four
Seasons, Six Senses, Small Luxury Hotels of the World, Mandarin Oriental,
Starwood… they act as guarantees.
Attracting internationally reputed hotel brands to Greece will improve the general
quality level of the accommodation supply in the country and will positively influence
the rest of the tourist industry in the Country.
GNTO should contact with these selected brands in order to invite them to visit
Greece and show the business opportunities present in the Country.
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3. Communication tactics
18 COM

Webinars of Greece

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Quarterly on-line seminar designed to be interactive among intermediaries in the
source markets and a Greek representative, who will transmit them what is new in
Greece in terms of tourism
This action provides a cost-effective option, since intermediaries don’t need to
travel to a specific meeting point to take part in a seminar.
Some specifications are required:
•

To have access to each webinar, intermediaries have to be registered in the
GNTO website, which will have a restricted access for them. Furthermore, only
intermediaries who receive an invitation could participate on the on-line seminar.

•

Local players should provide regular information regarding to new products,
promotions, offers, and so on, in order to collect all valuable information to be
transmitted to intermediaries.

19 COM

Web power

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Increase online visibility and web traffic through a combination of search engine
optimization, video/ interactive banners, promotional messaging, key word
campaigns and similar tools.
Interactive banners will be also placed in most commonly used search engines;
active links in intermediaries’ websites, promotional messages, etc. are more and
more important since travellers are hard internet user.
This action will help to increase awareness, will attract target costumers to the
Greek Tourism web portal and will help to create a wide data base.
21 COM

Off-line advertising

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Advertising is one of the key tools in the communication system of tourism
destinations. Key elements of Greece’s advertising campaign must be as follows:
•

Highly emotional messages and images, highlighting Greece’s unique values
and strengths.

•

Both general and sectors’ specific advertising (the initial campaign should be
followed by a sector-oriented campaign).

Ads will be placed in priority geo markets sectors’ specific magazines in order to
ensure to meet Greece’s specific communication objectives. This tactic guarantees
an extraordinarily focused advertising campaign and avoids undesired effects of
dispersion.
Market intelligence reports will considerably help to select the publications relevant
for its advertising campaign.
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22 COM

Greek Special Posters

Priority

zzzzz

Description
•

Posters are very attractive promotional pieces that contribute to reinforce the
selected positioning of Greece, its tourism sectors and clusters, as well as
increasing vacationers’ interest for the destination.

•

10 posters will be produced each year: 1 for Greece and 1 for each of the 9
sectors (the poster for each sector will be endorsed by the brand Greece). The
pictures used for the posters will use the same communication theme of the
advertising campaign; indeed, each poster is an ad on its own.

•

Posters will be sold to final consumers at “Greek Tourism Shops”, in travel
agencies belonging to the specialist network and other commercial entities cooperating with the destination.

23 COM

Satellite promotional event

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Organisation of a coordinated unique event for tour operators and travel agents in
the main emissive markets, using the latest satellite or web communication
technology to broadcast live from Greece.
It is a presentation event, where Greece is introduced live to the international trade
representatives. This informative event could take place simultaneously in different
cities.
Around 500 tour operators and travel agents will meet in suitable venues in 20
different cities from key source markets. At the same date and time they will all
attend this macro presentation of high communicational impact.
24 COM

Silver Bullets

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The Silver Bullets DVD/videos familiarizes and emotionally involves its audience
with the destination. The video’s duration will be approximately 12-15 minutes, and
it will dedicate equal parts to each of its clusters and selected tourist sectors
(Touring, Wellness, Nautical, Luxury, Countryside and City Breaks). There will also
be a generic introduction to the Country.
The video essentially:
•

Projects eye catching images of interest to each target group.

•

Visualizes and let its audience feel the main motivations for holidaying in Greece

•

Shows sector specific situations, which potential travellers to Greece desire to
experience.
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25 COM

Product placement

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Many travellers are keeping themselves informed by watching travel programmes
and the presence of Greece on there increases its awareness and popularity.
Product placement appears in plays, film, television series, music videos, video
games and books. Product placement occurs with the inclusion of a destination’s
logo in shot, or a favourable mention or appearance of a destination in shot. Usually
it is paid for even though it seems completely natural.
Featuring Greek destinations in a successful film, television programme or video
clip can significantly impact tourism numbers.
Marketing and Competitiveness Clubs, together with LMUs in selected markets will
responsible for selecting the best opportunities for Greece to appear in a shot.
26 COM

Media Virus

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The “Media Virus” project aims at gaining the widest possible coverage in those
opinion leader channels at one specific point in time. They will open a debate and
create a positive opinion towards Greece and as a result, other media will follow
their steps and devote space to Greece.
The “Media Virus” project will coordinate with the selected media channels to have
an article, feature or reportage, paid for by GNTO, during the same month,
appearing in all media at the same time.
The return on the investment done in this project will come from the expanding
effect that it will create in the “followers” media, which will have an active interest to
write about Greece.
27 COM

Greece in Social Media System

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Social Media system includes:
•

Blogs: on-line journal to inform de target about what is new in Greece. A good
option is to open a special blog where the tourism Minister writes about specific
topics each week. Furthermore, thematic blogs about wellness, cultural, nautical
and so on, should be created in order to satisfy the different tourists’ interests.

•

Content communities Here tourists can up-load photos, videos etc about their
experience in Greece. After a selection made by GNTO they will be available on
the Greece website. An interesting option is also create a special channel in
Youtube called “Experiencing in Greece” where promotional videos could be uploaded

•

Podcast: GNTO could create audio and video files available by subscription such
as audio guides to visit Athens or a specific tourist attractions, etc

•

Forum: where tourists can ask for specific information, give their opinion about a
specific subject or maintain an on-line discussion.

•

“Second life”: it a virtual world with almost 8 million residents. More and more
international companies are advertising their business in this site and also create
or replicate them in second life. Greece could be the first tourism destination to
do it!
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28 COM

Selective press trips

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Media representatives and specialized free-lance journalists will be invited on a
press trip to gain first-hand experience of Greece’s sectors tourism offer.
Greece’s beautiful nature, activities available, themed itineraries, cultural and
traditional events and other news on and around Greece will provide visiting
journalists a “new peg” on which to hang a travel story.
The selection of media to be invited will give priority to those magazines in which
Greece’s ads have been placed so that the insertion of ads will be co-ordinated with
the publication of articles and editorials about the destination. The combination of
advertising (used to “seduce”) and publicity (used to “inform”) will cause a higher
impact on potential tourists, strongly positioning Greece as a major touring
destination.
(21 journalists will be invited for 7 different sectors on the first 3 years)
29 COM

Wish you were here

Priority

zzzz{

Description
The “Wish You Were Here” programme aims at turning satisfied tourists who are
currently spending their vacation experience in Greece in active recommenders.
“Wish You Were Here” helps them communicate their holiday experiences to friends
and relatives, stimulating word of mouth and, at the same time, supports Greece in
building up a potential consumer data base.
This action will be implemented by GNTO in co-operation with the marketing clubs
and competitiveness clubs and Greek hotel operators.
The program outline is the following:
•

A display in guests’ rooms as well as posters in reception announce the “Wish
You Were Here” programme.

•

“Wish You Were Here” packs are available at the reception. On purchase, the
client will receive a voucher for a free drink at the bar.

•

Clients will purchase a set of 5 postcards with stamps on them (suggested prices:
5€, for national postcards; 7€, for international postcards).

•

Clients will write on acquired postcards, fill in name and address both of
themselves and of their friends & relatives and present the postcards at reception.

All contacts data written on the postcard will be included in the Greek consumer
database.
30 COM

Greece's P.R.

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Program to keep international media regularly informed about what is new in
Greece. In combination with regular conferences, the press office from GNTO will
produce a range of materials, including newsletters, media releases, fact sheets and
feature articles that will be distributed each quarter to media representatives
globally.
Media representatives will be selected carefully in order to assure a quality and
prestigious coverage, as well as the maximum spreading.
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33 COM

E-magazines

Priority

zz{{{

Description
Publication of bi-monthly magazines through internet to keep trade and media
informed about what is happening on the sector and in Greece. The magazines
should contain information about new experiences, events, restaurants, shopping,
hotels, and so on. The main objective of this action is to keep the trade updated and
to give better information about Greece to potential clients.
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4. Sales system tactics

36 SAL

SuperWeb

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The Greek tourism website will be the online access for potential consumers to the
whole tourism offer of Greece. The portal will be the entry point to information about
Greek destinations, tourism sectors, service providers, local operators,
accommodation providers, etc.
It will provide booking and online payment facilities targeting final consumers. It will
also be the means through which Greek Angels’ operators, Greece’s Home, Greek
Advisors and Greek specialists will make bookings.
Besides that, the Greek tourism webpage will have:
• Web community
•

Advanced features: downloads of screensavers, music, wallpapers, etc.

•

Maps/ circuits, hotels, facilities, access, customs, climate, food, exchange rates,
etc.

•

What’s new in Greece: updated programme of activities and events

•

The expert sections: in-deep informative pages related to specific topics: golf,
wellness, rural, etc.

37 SAL

On-line reservation system

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The On-line reservations system is a centralized booking engine for both final users
and intermediaries.
Greece will develop booking and online payment facilities incorporating a vanguard
dynamic packaging system.
Traveller will be able to create their tailor made packages. Besides that, Greece will
increase its consumer database
Some of the specifications of the booking platform will be:
•

Secure electronic payment

•

Travel intermediaries’ module

•

Training of Greek tourism players

•

Negotiations with other providers for complementary services

•

Easy and quick navigation and interactivity
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38 SAL

“Buy” Greece

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Working meeting to which a limited number of intermediaries from the source
markets are invited to travel to Greece to:
•

Get familiar with the destination and to “experience” its tourism products and
quality of the offer.

•

Meet with service suppliers, such as DMCs, accommodation operators, incoming
agencies, product specialists, etc.

•

Negotiate the purchase of services and/or packages.

The event will have 2 differentiated parts:
•

Pre-tours/ post-tours: where the invited intermediaries will take part in a preselected visit to an area of the country. These tours will take from 2 to 3 days.

•

Workshop: the presentation of the companies and the commercial meetings will
take place, using a system of flexible pre-established appointments.

39 SAL

Priority

CRM

zzzzz

Description
Creation of a Costumer Relationship Management (CRM) department in order to
establish a permanent relationship with Greece data base consumers.
The objective of this initiative is to interact with the former tourists to know them
better (their trip motivations, hobbies, favourite moth to travel, sources of
information, booking habits, etc) and consequently send special offers of their
interest.
The establishment of this regular relationship also pursues to create
recommendation from the former tourists to their friends and relatives, as well as to
obtain valuable feedback to improve Greek tourism model.
40 SAL

On-line packaging

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The on-line packaging is a system that will allow costumers visiting the Greek
tourism webpage to realize automatic searches for finding a great variety of travel
packages from all the tourism operators joining the system.
Potential costumers will be able to define their own criteria to realize the search:
•

Type of holidays (cultural, seaside, nautical, etc.)

•

Type of accommodation (rural, boutique hotels, family resorts, etc.)

•

Length of stay

•

Extra services (rent a car, tours, activities, etc.).
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41 SAL

“Greek Angels” call/web centre

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Greek Angels call/web centre aim at being the “voice” of Greece both on the
telephone and on-line. They will have a proactive informative role; tourists will be
able to obtain information and help to find the best options for their holidays in
Greece. The online sales support will be under restricted access for the trade
participating on the specialist programme.
They will be also in charge of assisting tourists during their holidays in Greece, and
of the telemarketing service (call potential costumers from database to offer special
promotions of holidays in Greece).
Initially, the services of the Greek Angels will be by phone or on-line but as the
programme unfolds, uniformed personnel could patrol main tourist destinations and
be face-to-face accessible to visitors.
They will provide online information through skype, msn messenger and other
vanguard tools. Initially the enquiries will be answered in four languages: Greek,
English, Germany and Italian – the priority geo-markets for Greece.
42 SAL

Greece 2000 network

Priority

zzzz{

Description
This action aims at creating a network of designated travel agencies who have
completed a training program and who are committed to a mutually profitable
partnership with Greece. 300 agencies in selected markets will be initially recruited
(60 in UK, 60 in Germany, 40 in Italy, 20 in France, 20 in USA and 100 more in other
priorities markets) with the number increasing 30% year by year.
Recruitment of agencies will be carried out by LMUs from the different markets
43 SAL

Pushing sales

Priority

zzzz{

Description
System to reward travel agencies for reaching predetermined sales targets. The
reward does not need to be financial, it can be participation on fam trips or training
schemes, free weekend in Greece, dinner for two in town, merchandising, etc. The
more the travel agent sells, more value will have the prize: a system of points will
determine what prizes the agent has access.
Special prizes could be win by travel agents if they receive the visit of a Mystery
Shopper and mention Greece as the first alternative for his holidays
This activity can be carried out in conjunction with tour operators or it can be limited
to specific retail networks (multiple travel agencies of one particular chain).
Greek players will have a key role in prizes, since they should collaborate with free
hotel nights, free air tickets, etc
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45 SAL

Direct Marketing

Priority

zzz{{

Description
This action consists of mailing specific target offers to potential customers included
in Greece consumer database. Mailings will be carried out in a monthly basis.
Greece consumer database is composed by individuals who have requested
information on travel to Greece destinations, namely:
•

People contacting Greek Angels call/web centre or visiting its web page

•

People requiring more information about the destination at Greece’s home

•

Past customers

The mailing will contain 1 letter of presentation inviting recipients to purchase a
holiday package to Greece’s destinations directly from package provider or through
Greece tourism web page and “Greek Angels” or via the “Greek specialists
network”. The letter will also communicate the beauty and the great variety of
experiences that can be enjoyed on Greek destinations during all the year.
46 SAL

Plan a trip to Greece

Priority

zzz{{

Description
General and very practical guide introducing Greece destinations, with the objective
of attracting the interest of target clients and motivating purchase of holidays. Text,
photographs and design have a high emotional tone, appeal to the senses of the
reader rather than to their brain and reason.
After a general presentation of Greece, the professional planner guide presents all
Greek clusters and their experience offer. Different vacation purposes are presented
so as to appeal to a greater public, as well as suggested itineraries for different
length of stay (1 weekend, 1 short break, 1 week, etc.) and different travel
motivations. The guide also includes basic information and addresses of interest.
•

The “Professional Planner Guide” will be produced in 5 languages: English,
German, Italian, French and Russian.

•

200.000 copies will be produced and distributed to selected markets and specific
modifications will be introduced each year. It also could be available on-line

47 SAL

Priority

Fam trips

zzz{{

Description
Fam trips are educational trips for travel agents in the source markets, but also for
congress and convention organisers, incentive houses and other travel
intermediaries. Fam trips are usually organised by national / regional tourism boards
in coordination with local entrepreneurs and tourism operators, who can contribute
to the fam trip either financially or by offering services such as accommodation, a
taste of the product, meals, transportation, etc.
It is recommended that fam trips do not mix different types of intermediaries since
they all have different interests and needs. Group sizes should be limited to a
maximum of 15 people per trip, to facilitate the learning experience, personalization
and prevent it from becoming a free holiday.
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48 SAL

On-line product newsletter

Priority

zz{{{

Description
In order to facilitate sales, it is important to inform the trade about packages and
special deals on a regular basis. By sending e-newsletters with special offers and
promotions to selected travel trade, they will have better tools and up-dated
knowledge to sell Greece. These e-newsletters should be sent monthly.
E-newsletters are cost effective and excellent communication tools and ensure
constant contact with intermediaries.
This action requires from the active collaboration of regional and local tourism
boards and private entrepreneurs by furnishing the entity in charge of e-newsletter
production with novelties that will build the contents of the newsletter.
Newsletter will be send by e-mail, but it will also be available on the Internet on the
trade section of Greece’s website.
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5. Marketing Infrastructure
49 INFR

Greece Photo bank

zzzzz

Priority

Description
Creation of an photo library containing a selection of the best shots of Greece. All
images included should get their message across by the use of emotions, feelings
and experiences. The main difference between a Photo bank and a traditional
photographic archive is that all images included in the Photo bank have a clear
communicational message: images are conceived to lure viewers into visiting
Greece and experiencing the destination by themselves.
The photo bank becomes, therefore, an indispensable tool to: 1) support the
marketing activities undertaken by Greece and its tourism sectors; 2) control the
image of the destination, communicated by third parties (travel intermediaries and
media in brochures and articles.
The Photo Bank gives a deep insight in Greece values, experiences and attractions
comprehending site-, product- and people-related images.
50 INFR

Marketing research and intelligence

zzzz{

Priority

Description
As the market grows in complexity and sophistication, the need for information
becomes more urgent. Greece must take a proactive attitude towards all these
changes, reacting well in advance. Marketing research and intelligence is a perfect
tool to obtain useful, relevant and up-to-date market information, which will
considerably help to direct marketing efforts and to make high quality decisions.
Market research will concentrate on 2 areas:
1. Interviews with tour operators and travel agents, Mystery shop, etc.
2. Systematic research on emissive countries and follow up on market trends.
51 INFR

Marketing Database

Priority

zzzz{

Description
Creation of a database containing 2 main sections: trade database and consumer
database.
Trade Database will contain information about:
•

Tour operators,

•

Travel agencies,

•

Media and journalists,

•

Associations/ federations and others (to be determined).

Consumer Database will contain information on past and potential visitors to
Greece.
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52 INFR

Local Marketing Units

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Local Marketing Units (LMUs) represent a network of marketing agents operating in
Greece’s key markets.
LMUs are a fundamental part of the marketing infrastructure, providing support to all
activities Greece aims to execute in the respective markets. As a matter of fact, a
considerable part of LMU’s annual fees will be based on their success, measured on
the number of generated room nights.
Greece’s representative offices in foreign Countries will be converted or will be
working in close collaboration with LMUs.

53 INFR

Greece Film bank

Priority

zzz{{

Description
A Film Bank represents the basic infrastructure for the production of advertising
campaign and promotional videos and movies. A Film Bank is a file of approximately
50 highly emotional and exciting situations in Greece, already classified in major
themes.
The Film bank should be split in 2 sections:
•

One containing generic situations, in Greece’s tourism destinations (30 shots)

•

One containing sector- and target-related shootings (20 shots).
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6. Special Tactics
54 SP

That's Greece

Priority

zzzzz

Description
The shops will sell locally produced goods, differentiated with a “local product” brand
which guarantees the authenticity and locally-made origin of the product.
Tourism shops will be developed in strategic tourist areas and will be designed
under a typical Greek architecture.
All shops will have the similar style and rules
•

2 employees each and 1 shop manager

•

Open hours: from 11h until 20h

Around 35 shops could be opened in the form of franchising on the next 5 years.
They will also provide tourist information: tours, excursions, visit to museums,
restaurants, accommodation, etc.
The “symbols” of Greece and memorabilia will be authentic, will have an artistic
design and will be 100% made in Greece.
55 SP

Marketing Masters

Priority

zzzzz

Description
Educational program oriented to increase and update the marketing knowledge of
executive professionals and Greek entrepreneurs of the tourism sector:
•

E-marketing

•

New forms to deal with tour operators

•

Identification of new market segments

•

New packaging trends

•

Etc.

“Marketing Masters” will take the form of courses of 10 hours every 6 months. Each
course will be focused in a particular area and a renowned specialist will be invited
to give a master class about it.
56 SP

Priority

We care

zzzzz

Description
“We care” programme aims to increase customer service levels received by visitors
while at the same time increasing customer satisfaction levels.
It is a national training programme oriented to the reinforcement of attention and
hospitality skills of those professionals who interact in some way with visitors: taxi
drivers, policemen, customs officers, foreign exchange dealers, etc.
Each year 500 employees will be selected to participate in the “We care” program,
that will consist in a training seminar of 8 hours were the participants are trained in
various subjects related to hospitality and costumer service.
At the same time, a national advertising campaign will be launched to infuse to the
local population about the importance of the tourism and the great benefits that it
generates in Greece. The objective is to look for the complicity of local population
regarding to the tourists’ care.
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57 SP

Tourism business newsletter

Priority

zzzzz

Description
This action aims to send updated information to keep selected local operators
informed. They will be available in both printed and electronic versions, and they will
inform Greek tourism players about current events in the industry: product
development news, new companies, market information, benchmarking, etc. It will
also include information on facts & figures of the Greek tourism industry, key players
profiles, etc.
Preliminary contents for each edition:
•

Results of marketing activities

•

Actions and tactics to be done and forecasts

•

Information about the main markets and strategic segments

•

New tourism activities, events, presentations, etc.

58 SP

Cluster Plan

Priority

zzzz{

Description
A master plan for each cluster of Greece should be developed. It includes among
others:
•

The definition of the future tourism model for each cluster: toward more qualitative
or quantitative tourism growth? Specialization in few tourism sectors or
diversification? Etc.

•

The establishment of a marketing plan for each cluster in relation with the
umbrella marketing plan

•

The classification of the territory in terms of tourist uses

•

The priority in terms of investments

59 SP

Service Excellence

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Training program oriented to improve the essential technical skills of the employees
of the tourism sector:
•

Languages

•

Customer care

•

Service excellence

•

Specific training courses for waiters, receptionists, crew of a yacht

•

Use of new technologies

•

Greek culture and traditions

•

Etc.
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60 SP

Partnering

Priority

zzz{{

Description
Collaboration with companies of Greece and from main target markets in order to
jointly develop some of defined marketing actions that benefit both parts: Greece
and the partner
Partnering could take different forms depending of what is the objective of the
action: To increase sales, to take advantage of some attributes of a brand, etc
Some examples of are:
•

Coop’s

•

Sponsorship

•

Bartering

•

Etc.

61 SP

IHNC (Island hopping national committee)

Priority

zz{{{

Description
One of the main attractions to visit Greece is to do “Island hopping”: "hopping" from
one island to another in an archipelago or multi-island nation. Nevertheless, a part
from summer, there are difficulties in the connection among islands. This action
pursue to solve this problem and improve the “Island hopping” experience through
the creation of a National Committee composed by tourism authorities of each
island, port authority, sea transport companies and other players related wit island
hopping.
62 SP

Greek Taste

Priority

zz{{{

Description
Since the local gastronomy is one of the most important tourism experiences, GNTO
will encourage the development of regional menus and receipts that will be available
at participant restaurants.
GNTO, together with Greek cuisine experts, will develop standard types of receipts
that will be labeled under the name of “Greek breakfast” or “Greek buffet” for
instance, and will be offered with the same quality standard in all restaurants
members of this programme.
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